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From UDC President Tammy Marshall-Weldon
UDC President 2022-2023 • president@uniteddobermanclub.com

T

he UDC was formed on August
26, 1990. I have been a proud
member of UDC since January
of 1991. Thank you for trusting me
to lead the UDC. I will do my very
best to promote the UDC and the
Doberman. To quote Ray Carlisle in
his first President's message: “We
must ensure that the Doberman’s best
interests are always at the forefront.”
The IDC is being held in Italy on
October 28-30, 2022. The deadline
for entry is August 1, 2022. Cropped
and docked dogs are not allowed
to participate, even with a medical
certificate. These are rules from
ENCI, the Italian kennel club. The
qualification period begins January 1,
2021 and will end September 1, 2022.
Only one competition is needed
instead of the usual two.
The DPCA will offer a $500 stipend
for each dog/handler team that
attends the IDC Weltmeisterschaft.
The dog must be born in the United
States and the team must attend and participate in the
competition. The money will be paid to the handler when
they return home. The competitor does not have to be a
DPCA member.
Victoria Hall, our DPCA Working DogChair/Liaison was
able to explain to the DPCA board regarding the crop/
dock situation in Europe. And the DPCA board approved
the stipend.
The 2022 UDC National was a huge success. The New
Age Tri-State Doberman Club did an outstanding job of
hosting. There was a new member who commented that
UScA National could not compete with this Doberman
event. She was impressed with the friendliness of the
people, and the quality of the trophies, banquet, dogs
and other events that occurred during the week.
Our membership numbers in 2022 have finally
exceeded our highest recorded in UDC history. In
2002/2003 we had 421 members. Our numbers declined
to 264 by 2011. By 2017 we were on the rise with 353.
And by 2021, we were more than 400. We now have 450
members. Our club is showing strong growth in numbers
and in participation.
I have reviewed all of the National issues of the Focus
magazine, from the beginning of the UDC. I categorized
the entries to get an indication of the rise and fall in the
number of dogs entered in schutzhund, conformation,
obedience and ZTP/Fit For Breeding/Breed Survey.
In Schutzhund/IPO/IGP (which includes the BH), I
found that from 1992 to 2000 we were fairly consistent
with 14 to 19 entries each year. Our magazine only listed
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the winners for 2003, 2004 and 2006.
In 2007 we had 15 entries. We didn’t
reach that number again until 2015
and 2017. In 2019 we had 19 entries.
Nothing has come close to the great
number of entries in 2022, which
was 33!
I have been told that the cost of the
National was always carried by the
conformation entries in the beginning
years of UDC. That is definitely not the
case anymore. Does location affect the
number of entries? Statistics seem to
indicate that is the case. You must
consider the number of membership
that lives in an area and how many
are willing and able to travel across
the country. In 1992 we had 48
conformation entries. The 1992
National was held in Texas. We saw a
decline the following year when our
National was held in California. In
1994 and 1995, we saw entries rise into
the upper 30s in Kentucky. When the
1998 National was hosted in Missouri,
we were close to 50 entries. And the 1999 National that
was hosted in Colorado had the highest ever at 58.
We didn't see the conformation entries reach that level
again until 2010 in New York. The entries slowly declined
over the next five years. In 2015, the UDC National was
hosted in Kentucky and we saw the entries hit 42. Since
then, the numbers have declined.
Our obedience entries were the highest in Missouri in
1998 with 33. Up until 1998, our entries ranged from 14
to 24. After 1998, our entries ranged from 13 to 24 for
the next 10 years. After 2010, our obedience entries fell
below 10 until an uprise to 13 and 15 in 2014 and 2015
respectively. They have declined since.
Our first ZTP/Fit for Breeding/Breed Survey was in 1997
and was judged by IDC/DV President Hans Wiblishauser.
We had 23 entries, and he was surprised at the high
number of dogs that passed. Only one dog failed and one
was held back for three months. DV Breed Warden Norbert
Daube judged our second one in 1998. We had 20 entries.
Three were absent and two were held back for three
months. The rest of the entries passed. There have been
a few years since with zero entries. But usually we have
one to six entries. In 2001 we did have 11 entries.
I did this research to relay to you what areas have
grown and when we have had growth. If anyone is
interested in seeing the spreadsheet that I developed
from this research, I am happy to share or post.
—

Tammy Marshall-Weldon
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From the Focus Editor
Marie Miller-Anderson • mmilleranderson@hotmail.com

S

ummertime is always the best time to get out there and
play and work with our dogs. So much to do with camping,
swimming, tracking, shows and trials. It always goes too fast!
During the summer it is important to keep our dogs hydrated
and cool, and one of the best foods to do that is watermelon and
cucumber. Who would have thought dogs would like it but they
do. Give it try and see what they think.
Cooling vests are a great way to keep the temperature down.
Many vest choices are out there so read the reviews and decide.
They now have dog pools that are portable. Yup, they open up
to put water in and have a drain for water out, and the best part
is it folds up. I have one in my car all the time now so if I am
training somewhere that there is no pool, I have my own.
Dogs with drive to do the work are deceiving because their
brain is telling them go go go and they don’t listen to their bodies
when they get
overheated. I
experienced it
once which has
made me very
aware now of
my dog’s body
temperature and
know when to
stop. Grecko was
doing bite work
a couple of years
ago and he
showed no signs
of slowing down
while doing the
work; then we
went to the car and he dropped the sleeve as most dogs do and then
his body froze still. Very scary as he stood there with his eye glazed over.
I immediately dumped water on his ears and head and poured water on
his feet. Once he started to move, I got him in the dog pool nearby. He
never collapsed but it made me very aware on hot days to keep it short
even if the dog still wants to go go go. 
—

Marie Miller-Anderson

Next Focus Deadline • Nov. 1
The Print Issue
UDC has a Facebook Discussion Group!

To join the group, contact your sponsor or admins
Marie Miller-Anderson or Tammy Rush, or go to

https://m.facebook.com/groups/535443149956029
and click on JOIN THIS GROUP.

... or scan this code to access the FB group!
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On The Cover
A. Ferro vom Bergkönig
2018 and 2019 UDC IGP3 National Champion, USA-01 IDC World Team
Hungary 2019 with handler, owner, trainer Katlyn Schwarzwaelder. Ferro
is the sire to all of the dogs listed below!

B. Jarro von der Schwarz (Ferro x Celebrity)
2019 UDC IGP1 National Champion, 2020 UDC IGP National 3rd Place,
2021 UDC IGP3 Fall Classic Champion, 2022 UDC IGP3 National Champion
with handler, owner, trainer Leslie Harry.
C. Ender von der Schwarz (Ferro x Celebrity)
2020 UDC IGP3 National Champion, 2022 UDC IGP3 National 3rd Place
with Brittany Jones.
D. Kata Leistungsblut von der Schwarz (Ferro x Cyrill)
2021 UDC IGP3 Fall Classic Championship 3rd Place with breeder, handler,
owner, trainer Katlyn Schwarzwaelder.

E. Kash Leistungsblut von der Schwarz (Ferro x Cyrill)
2021 USCA New England Regional IGP2 Champion (all breed), IGP3 with
handler, owner, trainer David Gregoire.

F. Imilia von der Schwarz (Ferro x Orca)
UKC Champion, IGP3 with handler, owner, trainer Leslie Harry.

Katlyn A. Schwarzwaelder | Von Schwarz Dobermann Kennel

2022
UDC IGP
FALL CLASSIC

The 2022 UDC IGP Fall Classic will be
held on Saturday, October 8 and Sunday
October 9, 2022 in Topeka, Kansas.
HOST:
Working Dobermans of the Flint Hills
LOCATION: Topeka, Kansas
IGP JUDGE: Tim Karchnak
HELPER: TBD
EVENT SECRETARY: Tammy Rush
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Officers and Directors
Photo Alexandra Smereka

Officers
President
TAMMY MARSHALL WELDON president@uniteddobermanclub.com • (270) 392-0568
Vice President
JOE CAPRIO vicepresident@uniteddobermanclub.com • (716) 598-1830
Treasurer
MERYL U. WINNIE treasurer@uniteddobermanclub.com • (518) 895-8506
Recording Secretary
DIANE LINSTROM recordingsecretary@uniteddobermanclub.com • (502) 819-2814
Corresponding Secretary
MARIA CISKI correspondence@uniteddobermanclub.com • (316) 214-7829
Membership Secretary
TAMMY RUSH membership@uniteddobermanclub.com • (316) 619-0704
Member Club Secretary
RENE BENAVIDES memberclubs@uniteddobermanclub.com • (412) 584-8446

Regional Directors
Northeast
KIM GRIMM northeastdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (724) 601-8833
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont
Mideast
SHAWN GADOW mideastdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (815) 441-3604
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia
South
SUMMER MELILLO southdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (801) 725-0951
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee
Mid-South
VINCE KUBISTEK midsouthdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (870) 321-8177
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas
Mid-Central
PAT SIMMS midcentraldirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (314) 749-9862
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin
Southwest
MEGGEN TRENT southwestdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (801) 500-0552
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah
Northwest
SEAN POPE northwestdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (253) 983-1178
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington, Wyoming
West
MARIE MILLER-ANDERSON westdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (707) 328-4513
California, Hawaii, Nevada
Canada
CATHERINE POISSANT canadadirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (514) 260-1979
Canada
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Board Appointments and Committees
April 2022 — May 2023

AKC Club Liaison – Marylyn DeGregorio
Archivist – Beth Bishop
AWDF Delegates – Simone Jeans/Ellen Gilmour
AWDF Event Website Controller – Judy Schmelig
Breed Survey – Linda Calamia
Breeder’s Directory – Tammy Rush
Compliance Committee – Judy Schmelig
Conformation Committee – Jacque Matson
Director of Judges – Nazarene Mondello
Doberman Rescue – Pat Simms
DPCA Club Liaison – Victoria Hall
DPCC Club Liaison – Michelle Limoges
DVG Club Liaison – Larry Kye
FOCUS Editor – Marie Miller-Anderson
Forms Development & Maintenance –
Kimber Dearden
Grievance – Meryl Winnie
Health – Katie Schwarzwaelder
IDC Club Liaison – Jovana Bukvic
IGP – Leslie Harry
IGP3 Club – Debbie Hartzell
Insurance – Meryl Winnie

Legislative – Marylyn DeGregorio
Litter Announcements – Tammy Rush
Membership Development – VACANT
Mentoring Program – Larry Kye
National/International Events – VACANT
Obedience – Meryl Winnie
Parliamentarian – Pat Murphy Cornelius
Search and Rescue – Diane Linstrom/Maria Ciski
Service Dog Award – Maria Ciski
Social Media: Facebook and Instagram – Justin Petty
Storehouse/Zazzle – VACANT
Team Coordinator – VACANT
UDC Fall Classic IGP Championship 2022 –
Working Dobermans of the Flint Hills
UDC Fall Classic IGP Championship 2023 –
Sport Doberman Club of Colorado
UDC National 2023 – VACANT
UDC Registrar/Administrator of Records – Judy Schmelig
UKC Club Liaison – Brandy Billington
UScA Club Liaison – Joanna Romeo-Fasolo
Versatility Program – Julianne Ferado
Webmaster/Website – Joanna Romeo-Fasolo

Would you be perfect for one of the VACANT committee spots?
Want to know more about any of the open positions?
Just email UDC President Tammy Marshall-Weldon and ask: president@uniteddobermanclub.com.

Do you know
about the UDC

Here’s a great way for people to keep up with what goes on in the club — a Google Group just for

UDC members! Just type this address in your browser:

https://groups.google.com/g/united-doberman-club
When people join and are approved as a UDC member, they are set up in the UDC Google Group.

They may not remember or the notice got tossed in spam. If you can’t get on the UDC Google Group,
just ask Membership Secretary Tammy Rush to add them.

Don’t forget UDC has a Facebook discussion group too! To join the UDC Facebook Discussion

Group, contact your sponsor or admins Marie Miller-Anderson or Tammy Rush, or go to
https://m.facebook.com/groups/535443149956029 and click on JOIN THIS GROUP.
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UDC Member Clubs

Effective June 20, 2022

TO FORM A UDC MEMBER CLUB, SEE CHAPTER 3A OF THE ADMINISTRATION MANUAL.

Mid-East Region
DRAGONSTONE WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Wonder Lake, IL • Steve Brown-President • Simone Jeans-Club Contact (608) 575-8478
bod@dragonstoneworkingdobermanclub.com • www.dragonstoneworkingdobermanclub.com

Photo Marie-Miller Anderson

WESTERN KENTUCKY SCHUTZHUND CLUB
Adolphus, KY • Kelly Ward • (603) 759-9589 • westernkyschutzhundclub@gmail.com

Mid-South Region
MID-SOUTH WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Jacksonville, AR • Carma Cleveland • (901) 605-8801 • gsdobe@bellsouth.net

PYRAMID WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Collierville, TN • Carma Cleveland • (901) 605-8801 • gsdobe@bellsouth.net

WORKING DOBERMANS OF THE FLINT HILLS
Augusta, KS • Tammy Rush • (316) 619-0704 • workingdobermansflinthills@gmail.com

Mid-Central Region
MID-CENTRAL WORKING DOBERMANS CLUB
Warrensburg, MO • Suzan Shipp • (660) 441-3822 • mcwdclub@gmail.com

Northeast Region
NEW ENGLAND WORKING DOBERMANS
Jamaica Plain, MA • Nazarene Mondello • (617) 522-0253 • alisandro1@aol.com

UPSTATE DOBERMAN CLUB OF NEW YORK
Honeoye Falls, NY • Dana Bowers • (585) 259-5209 • bowersd@gmail.com

VITA NOVA DOBERMANN CLUB
Darlington, PA • Katlyyn Schwarzwaelder • (412) 352-4006 • kschwarzy@aol.com

NEW AGE TRI-STATE DOBERMAN CLUB
Mahwah, NJ • Ellen Gilmour • (201) 788-1328 • Ellen_gilmour_designs@yahoo.com

Northwest Region
WESTERN WASHINGTON DOBERMAN CLUB
Lakewood, WA • Sean Pope • Sp446687@gmail.com • (253) 983-1178

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DOBERMAN PINSCHER CLUB
Rockford, WA • Sue Kelly Walsh • (509) 291-3147 • Desperadodobes@aol.com

VALLEY DOGSPORT CLUB
Portland, OR • Kristi Sanders • (503) 442-4218 • xena2lex@gmail.com

South Region
OLD NORTH STATE WORKING DOBERMANS
Wake Forest, NC • Leslie Carpenter • (919) 556-4643 • www.oldnorthstateworkingdobermans.org •
oldnorthstateworkingdobermans@gmail.com

HURRICANE WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Citra, FL • Virginia Rogers • (256) 747-8299 • dobegirl@bellsouth.net

Southwest Region
SPORT DOBERMAN CLUB OF COLORADO
Bailey, CO • Bonnie Guzman • (303) 733-4220 • Bonefinder51@gmail.com
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NOTE: If your information
has changed, please notify
Member Club Secretary René Benavides
(memberclubs@uniteddobermanclub.com)
so your club’s posting can be
updated in the next issue.
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The UDC welcomes our newest clubs!
The United Doberman Club is proud to present its two newest member clubs:
Western Kentucky Schutzhund Club and Valley Dogsport Club!
Western Kentucky Schutzhund Club meets at the private club field and clubhouse at Masters Boarding Kennels in Bowling
Green, Kentucky. The club’s territory is the states of Kentucky and Tennessee. The founding members and positions are:
• Kelly Ward - President
• Tammy Marshall-Weldon - Vice President
• Todd Jones - Secretary
• Leighann Jones - Treasurer
• Gerald Trayner - Training Director
Club members train on Sundays starting in the morning and, as any typical Schutzhund club, training ends when we finish
training. Weekend training days are moved during the year to accommodate weather, training and club member needs. The
club currently we has five UDC members: Kelly Ward, Tammy Marshall-Weldon, Gerald Trayner, Todd Jones and Leighann
Jones. The club is fortunate to have Tammy as she brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the group. The club
also has a variety of other breeds in the group with handlers from other organizations. Overall, 10 handlers attend group
training. In order to want to make sure all the dogs and handlers are supported correctly, the club is not currently taking
any new members right now as it never wants to sacrifice quality training for an overly large group or club.
There are five Dobermanns in the club. Quintessa (Tessa), Dexter, Callie, Lego and Carro. All are young dogs or puppies
that are up and coming in the sport and do not have titles yet. Everyone is very excited to see the upcoming trial season and
future of these young dogs.
The club training director is Gerald Trayner, who has more than 30 years with dogs and in the sport of IGP. He has many
sport career moments, but a great example is when he competed at the 2021 WUSV Qualification Trial with his GSD Troy
Grey Archibald. This was an honor to qualify in the Top 20 dogs in the country and compete for a spot on the World Team.
Gerald and Troy placed in the Top 10 dogs in the country at this 2021 event.
The club’s main helper is Gerald Trayner, but it is very fortunate to also have Nick Holbrook as a helper and Todd Jones,
who is assisting with helper work.
The club has been approved for a fall club trial in November. This will be a club-level trial that will offer BH, IGP1, IGP2
and IGP3 titles. The trial will be held at the club field in Bowling Green. Please contact our club President Kelly Ward for
additional trial information: westernkyschutzhundclub@gmail.com.
For more information on training address and training schedules,
contact Kelly Ward at dlanorcanine@gmail.com. 

Valley Dogsport Club is in the Portland, Oregon area on the public soccer
fields and the 128 acres of the Mary S. Young State Park, 19900 Willamette
Drive, West Linn, Oregon. Its territory is northeastern Oregon and
southwestern Washington. The founding members and positions are:
• Kristi Sanders - President
• Kim Seibers - Secretary
• Joelle Jacob - Vice President
• Marie Miller-Anderson - Trainer Director
• Erinn Roth - Treasurer
The six club members have nine Dobermans between them. They are: AKC
GCH CH Granite Gables Katya Of Snowland WAC BH IGPGH1 CGC CGCU
TKN TKI TKP VCX ROM (VCA pending)—aka Katya; AKC CH Mariah’s
Longhorn Gingerfire V Draggin WAC CGCA—aka Trixie; AKC pointed
12
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Valley Dogsport Club • Oregon
A member club of the UDC

Serving the Willamette Valley and Greater Portland area promoting
Dobermans in working dog sports and all things Doberman!
All breeds are welcome. We train weekly in West Linn, rain or shine, at
Mary S. Young Park. Interested? Email Kristi Sanders at xena2lex@gmail.com.
Check out our FB page!

https://m.facebook.com/IGPrainorshine

Paytah N Iconic's Thicc as Fog V Jaimand YTT CGC BCAT—aka Ferro; AKC pointed
Iconic’s Prima Donna AKC Star Puppy—aka Lux; Way Out West Guilty as Charged
CGC TKI IGP3x4 FH—aka Grecko; IABCA Int CH Suncountry’s Formidable Treasure
CD BH FPR1 TKN TKI CGC CGCA—aka Jade; and puppies Indy and Piper. A nonDoberman member is Australian Shepherd Sns Robb Stark Of Winterfell CGC TKN
TKI BH IGPGH1, and three more Aussie are pending membership.
Training director for the club is Marie Miller-Anderson. Jaime Warren is helper on
Thursdays, and Joelle, Erinn
and Kristi are helpers as
needed on other days. They
currently meet on Thursday
evenings, from 5 p.m. until
finished, to train in tracking,
obedience and protection.
A second training day is
floating, based on scheduling.
As the club grows, the second
training day will be made
concrete.
The club is planning a series of workshops to start, and eventually
want to do a trial. They want to do it right, so are methodically taking
their time. The club also would love to pair with Mt. Hood Doberman
Pinscher Club at the NW Doberman Extravaganza, so all the legwork
this year is to learn to do an event on the same level of excellence as
the Extravaganza.
The club is taking new members. For more information, contact
Kristi Sanders at xena2lex@gmail.com. 
Summer 2022 • UDC Focus
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Gabriel Don, Paige Kendall, Tara and Darren Keyser, Kathy Knappenberger

My name is Gabriel Don and I live in Brooklyn,
New York with my Doberman, Caleb. I am a business
entrepreneur and restaurant owner. Growing up, I
always heard stories of my father's Doberman and
what a special dog he was. My dad told me of Lord’s
obedience and protection training that he did. When
I was 13, we finally got our first family Doberman,
Prince. Prince was also a special boy who lived to be
13 years. Between Prince and my longtime exposure to
Dobermans, I knew from the love, protection, loyalty
and family orientation that Dobermans give that there
was no other dog for me.
Presently, I have my first self-owned Doberman
Caleb, who lives and travels with me everywhere I
go, including on planes. We also are completing our
obedience and protection training and will be working
on getting some titles soon. Ellen Gilmore and her
Doberman family motivated me to join the UDC.
Caleb and I are hoping to win lots of titles while
traveling the world together. 
14
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My name is Paige Kendall and I live in Kingston, New
Hampshire, working as a project manager for a software
consulting company. I began volunteering for Doberman
Rescue Unlimited (DRU) in New Hampshire in April 2002,
assisting then Training Director (and UDC member) Julia
McDonough in developing a database of Doberman
behaviors, medical conditions and other observations of
the Doberman population at DRU as well as helping to
coordinate training seminars from Captain Haggerty and
Babette Haggerty, Fred Hassen, Behesha Grist-Doan and
others. I was later employed by DRU to develop a policy
and procedure manual, manage intakes of relinquished
dogs, coordinate volunteers and execute daily kennel
maintenance of up to 50 dogs at any given time. I'm
forever grateful for what I learned from Claire Kontos,
founder of DRU, and the enduring friendships I gained
from my association with DRU.
My first Doberman as an adult, Gracie Jane, was born
at DRU on Mother's Day 2003. Over the 12 years of her
wonderful life, she was certified as a Therapy Dog from
TDI, appeared on a segment of The Today Show with pet
trainer Warren Eckstein and was ranked #3 Rally Excellent
Doberman in the country by Front and Finish in 2007.
We successfully competed in AKC obedience and rally,
UKC obedience, and earned her BH at an OG Boston
Schutzhund event, then again at AKC's first official
Working Dog event in 2007 where I met Loel Turpin and
her dog, Koby vom Aurachgrund. The highlight of Gracie's
competitive career was as 2013 AKC Rally Nationals
Competition's 2nd place winner of RAE (the highest level
at that time) a few weeks shy of her 10th birthday. She
ended her career as U-CD Gracie Jane der Flitzer BH CD
UDC Focus • Summer 2022

RAE2 (WD) TT CGC and qualified for the 2014 AKC Rally
National, half-way to an RAE3.
Gracie passed away in 2015 from lymphoma at age 12,
the longest-lived dog in her litter of 11. I spent the next
5-plus years immersed in my job until Covid travel
constraints meant it was the right time for a puppy. I'd
been following Loel and her dog Case, Chaos vom Koby
Haus, for years, so I reached out in pursuit of my next
obedience prospect. April of 2021, Jones vom Koby Haus,
“Jones,” aka “Beastie,” aka “Mr. Pants,” came home with
me and the adventure began!
Jones and I attended the 2022 UDC National in
Middletown, New York where we had a spectacular time
and he earned his first official title, CGC! Observing
Dobermans in all their elements — from the intensity
of protection work, the focus of tracking, the beauty of
conformation, and the adoring companions bringing
joy to their owners — was fantastic! Much like the
friendships and training support I developed from
my association with DRU, I look forward to doing the
same as a member of UDC, and I thank you for your
acceptance into the club! 

New UDC members Tara and Darren Keyser live
in Schoharie, New York, where Darren is a principal
mechanical engineer for mission critical facilities
at kW Mission Critical Engineering, and Tara is a
marketing analytics manager for the health insurance
company Anthem.
Summer 2022 • UDC Focus

They fell in love with the Doberman breed after Greta,
their first Doberman, joined the family in December
2014. They had lost their senior rescue dog and swore
they were “done” with dogs. But after a short while,
Darren said, “If we ever were to get another dog, I’d want
a Doberman … a puppy.” Tara thought he was out of his
mind! At the time she was on the board of directors for
their local no-kill animal shelter, and all prior dogs had
been “rescues.” She spoke with her fellow board members
and they agreed that “they all need homes.” Tara started
researching the breed, and found a breeder who was
within driving distance and had a litter at the time. They
met Greta the next weekend and brought her home less
than a week later. Since then, Greta’s sister from another
litter, Elle, joined the pack, and Nico, Greta’s littermate’s
offspring with Hasko von der Schwarz. Plus, they now
have Maia von der Schwarz.
Current Dobermans are Greta, 7.5 years; Nico, 4 years;
Maia, 6 months. Greta is a princess and not a fan of
structured school so no titles for her, but she’s well
behaved and runs the house. Nico is a pure gem and has
his CGC, CGCA and Trick Dog. Everyone who meets him
loves his personality. He would be an amazing Therapy
Dog but he has a suppressed immune system and is
allergic to almost everything environmental, so the
dermatologist advised the Keysers to use an abundance
of caution about his environmental exposure, so the
thought of a kid with sticky hands pawing at him isn’t
going to work. Maia is a wild child that was started in
private training lessons after she joined the pack. She is
strong willed and she needed to learn to focus her energy
on “good.” Elle was lost last summer at the age of 6 to a
stroke — she had no prior signs or symptoms and had
thrived on training/working. She had her CGC, CGC
Urban, Therapy Dog and Trick Dog Intermediate titles.
She visited the local elementary school weekly where
the kids would read to her and write her stories. She
was an amazing ambassador for this fantastic breed. She
preferred kids over the hospital setting, and made the
Keysers burst with pride.
Since they’ve had Dobermans, Tara and Darren have
immersed themselves in anything Doberman related.
They enjoy training and learning about the breed, plus
they also want to be breed ambassadors and learn from
others who love this breed as much as they do. They
enjoy spending time with their dogs, training them and
connecting with others that they’ve met through training
and public get togethers. They have a large fenced yard,
so just seeing the dogs be dogs and play with each other
is amazing too. 
Continued on next page
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New Members Continued from page 15

New member Kathy Knappenberger, Berlin, Maryland, writes:
I work in drug development at AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals.
Being located near Ocean City, we enjoy the benefits of being near
Assateague beaches and enjoying all the wildlife near the water. I
have been involved in dogs since my early 20s, when my husband
and I adopted our first Brittany and got very involved in Brittany
rescue. We had several other Brittanys and a German Shorthaired
Pointer, and I dabbled in AKC agility and conformation with

my Brittanys but never got seriously into
competition. After our GSP passed, we decided
to get an AKC show-line Doberman (Shadeko’s
Rainbow Lightning, “Tesla”) who joined our
family as a companion and for my younger
daughter to train and compete with in AKC
Junior and 4H events, and as a jogging partner
for my older daughter.
I tried my hand at showing Tesla in
conformation but found that working with a
professional handler was more productive and
focused my time on obedience training and
supporting my daughter in training and
competing with Tesla, who ultimately achieved
her AKC CH, CD, RN, CGC, TKA, BCAT, WAC
and ROM. Gradually, we became more
interested in breeding (which was also part
of my daughter’s 4H project!), and have had two
litters from Tesla. We kept one of her puppies
(LoyalBlitz’s Carolina Reaper, “Rip”) as our own,
and retain co-ownership of four others. Rip
easily achieved his AKC championship (with a
pro handler) and also the AKC Rally Novice title
(with my daughter) before he was a year old,
earned his WAC in November 2021, and we
continue to work towards additional AKC
obedience titles.
Over time I have gotten more interested in
working-line Dobermans and connected with
several UDC members who are breeders. I
wanted to become more involved in UDC for
our own learning and future contributions to
the breed. My goal is to have fun with our
Dobermans through training and competition,
as well as produce healthy, sound Dobermans
that are both great family members and can
compete in multiple venues. 

Photo Lisa Kucher
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Sarek is multiple IGP3, always pronounced in protection. Sarek is very versatile and excels
in everything I do with him. He is currently working on his Master Agility Championship.
• OFA excellent hips, OFA normal elbows, vWD clear, normal echo 2021, normal holter 2021, DCM 1 & 2
clear, OFA eyes normal, DM clear •
Breeder: Wendy Schmitt

Owner: Debbie Hartzell
email: navistardb@gmail.com

The Puppy
Update

UDC SAR Puppy Project

is a program created to match Dobermans with unique
working ability with a handler who is looking for a search K9. Interested handlers should apply
to the UDC, and when a donated puppy is available that puppy will be tested for their area of
expertise and decide if the particular dog is appropriate for that type of search. Here are updates
on the most recent dogs placed throught the Puppy Project.

The UDC Puppy Project welcomes its newest puppy, Echo Run’s Shadow Walker, aka
Walker, donated by Suzan Shipp.

Walker

Echo Run’s Shadow Walker, bred by Suzan
Shipp, and handler Cris Bean, is a half brother
to Venture (handler Rayanne Chamberlain). At
10 weeks at the time of this writing, Walker is
already training for Human Remains Detection
and Disaster Recovery. My kitchen and porch
are full of boxes to climb, a tunnel to run
through and interesting toys to discover. The
yard is full of wonderful things to explore as
he gets braver and braver. He has been on his
first rubble pile and worked in a puppy-safe
area. We have started imprinting on various
types of decomposition. Our first goal was to
get a bark, and he has mastered it for his breakfast, lunch and dinner, and is
now transitioning over to source. We have added the beginning exercises for a sit
and a recall. He is loveable and likeable as all puppies are. I thank Suzan for the
opportunity to work with this little dude, and we will see how this new adventure
goes as time moves forward! 
Photos: Walker at 7 weeks, above, and 8 weeks, right.
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Venture

Dimash

Echorun’s Protector of Venture’s
Homeland, aka Venture, handled by
Rayanne Chamberlain, is continuing to
work on the skills necessary to pass the
Foundation Skills Assessment test (FSA)
for FEMA as well as the skills necessary to
pass the certification test with Michigan
Search and Rescue. We recently spent four
days participating in an Operational
Response Exercise (ORE). It was sunny
and very hot for April in Michigan, but
Venture is good about regulating himself
and was able to continue working
throughout the exercise. 

R izzy
Swift Run’s Lacey Rizzoli, Rizzy,
bred by Tammy Marshall-Weldon,
handler Cris Bean, will be 7-years
old this summer. How is that even
possible? These dogs grow up too
fast, though I enjoy the maturity
that comes with this age. Rizzy has
settled into our home routine so
well these past few months. We
both enjoy an evening with nothing
more than a good television
program and a comfy chair. She
patrols the yard for sandhills,
turkeys, deer and coons to warn
them they better stay back away
from her fence line. Yet, as soon
as she sees me putting on my boots
or loading up our SAR gear, she is
anxious and ready to get moving
too. She loves her SAR work and is always ready to go as
we continue to train and serve with Michigan Search
and Rescue and Michigan Task Force 1 in Human
Remains Detection and Disaster Recovery. Recently, we
had an overnight TF Operational Readiness Exercise
(ORE), and she proved that maturing can be pretty
awesome. She hung out in the K9 van with some
younger inexperienced dogs, just chilling, never
concerned with their antics and barking. She worked
when asked, regardless of where — dark rooms in
basements or on the rubble. I was super proud of her
working an area that had several task-force members
doing techy rescue stuff with loud cement drilling and
coring tools and hammers putting up shores while
multiple trucks were running. She walked through all
that confusion, totally focused on her work. All the
training we have done came into play in that exercise
and she rocked it. I am thankful for the SAR Puppy
Project that brought Rizzy and me together, and to
Tammy for trusting me to train and certify this dog
for the intended purpose of the project. 
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Swift Run’s The Peacemaker, Dimash,
handled by Bonnie Guzman, continues to
excel in Human
Remains Detection.
He passed his
obedience test
and will test for
certification in
June 2022. His
athleticism is a
thing of beauty.
His prey drive has
required constant
intervention since
he was 8 weeks
old, but since 22
months, he now
leaves the deer,
fox, coyotes alone.
Still working on the squirrels! He is a ferocious
guardian of me and my grandchildren.
Needless to say, nobody bothers me when
I travel alone with him. A fearless protector.
He is an excellent swimmer and excels at
shoreline, buried, building and car searches. 

Quinn
UDC Ch Treasure Seeker’s
Calypso Nights CGC WAE
TT SAR-HRD, Quinn,
handled by Maria Ciski,
continues to train weekly
in order to maintain
certification and continue
to be deployable in
Human Remains Detection. Quinn has been placed “on call”
with numerous weather emergencies over the spring season,
and was recently deployed in response to a lost person
situation in the Wichita area. Following a long pause as a
result of Covid lock downs, Quinn will continue to work
towards additional regional certifications. 
Puppy Project Ruger and Puppy Project Kimber:
No reports received.
uniteddobermanclub.com
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The Puppy

The Puppy Project sends a big Thank You to Pam Burns.
After being the coordinator for the Focus Puppy Project for many years, I am stepping down. Rayanne Chamberlain has
accepted the coordinator position and will continue to keep the membership up to date on the progress of these donated
puppies and their dedicated SAR handlers. We both hope you will continue to enjoy these updates.

— Pam

Burns

A Q+A with Pam Burns
How many Dobermans have you had? Six. Five were Human
Remains Detection K9s and Historical Resource K9s. I started in
SAR in 1992 and got my first Doberman, Cedar, in 1993.
What do you like about SAR work? Watching the dogs grow
and the light bulb come on when they really get the whole
picture. I enjoy helping train others to train their dogs. For an
HR handler, it’s great to “make the find,” but really hard to
watch the family, knowing they finally have resolution but not
the outcome they really wanted.
What got you interested in the SAR Puppy Project? I was
there at the beginning, along with Irene Korotev, Rayanne
Chamberlain and Maria Ciski when we pitched the idea to Ray.
How long have you been doing this for the Focus? I honestly
don’t remember. We started out writing articles to follow the
progress of Rayanne’s puppy, Teris, and my puppy, Andor (neither were PP puppies) in around 2007, and when the PP took off
in 2015 with the first donation of Quest, the segment was the
Puppy Project.
How long have you been a member of the UDC? I think since
1997 or ’98. 

Top: Pam Burns with Andor. Above:
Pam and Justice. Both photos by Cris Bean.
Left: Pam and Trace. Photo by Sarah Gentry.
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Another

MACY’S
Reprinted from LOOK magazine, 1954
Produced by Gereon Zimmermann • Photographed by Bob Lerner

A

t dusk, an eerie hush falls over Macy’s in the New York’s Herald
Square. Freed of the noisy bustle of the day’s 150,000 bargain
hunters (and 11,000 employees), the 46 acres of merchandise and
mannikins become a shadowed world of make believe — and a logical
target for thieves. But Macy’s is never unguarded. With the darkness,
six Doberman Pinschers come down from their 20th-floor penthouse
kennels to range through the store. Their animal sharpness has been
honed by special training, and the big, black dogs do jobs no Fearless
Fosdick could handle. The husky Dobermans are a new supplement to
the store’s security force, which is large enough to police a city of
250,000 people. In the strange and silent vastness of the deserted store,
the Dobermans’ deep-chested, frightening bay comforts only their
fellow detectives on the lonely night watch.
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A year-round schedule of rigid training keeps the Macy dog-patrol
squad alert and at fighting weight and imposes a military discipline
that harnesses their native ferocity.

The flashing brown eyes of Red Star almost dim the glitter of
the sterling in the counter he is casing. The Doberman, product
of mixing the bloodlines of shepherd, draft dog and terrier, will
Guard dogs of Macy’s department store on its roof.
attack, the saying goes, “even the devil
himself.” Like his squad mates (Suzy, MOM,
Cash, Cyclone and Thrifty — each named for a
Macy slogan or catch word), “Red” has been
taught to rove behind the counters, to ferret
into dark places. “The dogs are intense, and
they are always on springs,” said Francis X.
Fay, Macy’s security director. “They never stop
trying to find a prowler. They ache with desire
to prove their worth.” Twice, the Dobermans
have cornered prowlers. Now the word about
Macy’s dogs is out, and Fay believes it has
scared off criminals who might have the big
store on their list. “In training the dogs, we’ve
taken extra measures of precaution,” said Fay.
“They give absolute obedience to the handlers.
Dobermans are not just show dogs here; they
are detectives on assignment. When they get
the command, ‘Get him!’ they’ll chew the
Morning line up at their penthouse quarters finds the eager Red Star,
enemy to pieces.”
MOM, Suzy and Cash ready for their daily workout.
Continued on next page
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Macy’s Continued from page 23

Fearsome jaws of the big Doberman can exert a bonecrunching pressure of approximately 500 pounds to a
square inch.

“Get him!” Red leaps at the “fugitive,” will keep at him until
called off. Red’s bite can break a man’s arm, so Maglio wears
arm guard of leather and kapok.

Vitamin pills, selected diets, dental care, pedicures (to
make their tread silent), endless exercise and discipline
make up a dog’s life for Macy’s Dobermans. Their 20thfloor kennels lie in the shadow of the Empire State
Building and their resonant bark carries over the traffic
din. Work dogs first, the big blacks seem to know they
are tough cops. As times, the dogs, especially MOM, are
affectionate with their handlers. But the “pride of the
force” — Red Star (he and Suzy are parents of Cyclone
and Thrifty) — allows his handler to pet him only when
he has done a good job. 
More on page 26
This article was posted on www.dobermantalk.com/threads/nightwatchat-macys-1954-pictures-article.242618 on June 7, 2015.

“Watch him!” is the command given to Red Star by Charles
Shellenberger after they corner a prowler (enacted by exfootball star Angelo Maglio of security force).

Gracefulness is a striking Doberman trait despite their hefty
size (80 pounds).
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Macy’s Continued from page 24
From the Facebook page Manhattan Before 1990.
Post by Kathy Baldassare

In 1954, an article appeared in LOOK magazine
that included photographs showing Doberman
Pinschers working with night security guards
at Macy’s department store in New York City.
Even before the LOOK article, they had already
gotten widely publicized from a demonstration
they and Macy’s security guards put on at
the Madison Square Garden horse show the
year before.
It wasn’t a ’50s thing. As late as 1998,
Doberman Pinschers were patrolling Macy’s
two-million-square feet of retail space from the
sub-sub-basement to the 20th floor. At that
time, there are 2,600 guard dogs in the city,
and four of them were the Dobermans that
spent their days sleeping in the penthouse
atop Macy’s on 34th street. Once the
customers left, the dogs would prowl the
aisles at night, inspecting shipping bays,
looking under counters and critiquing the
latest fashions. Each dog was taken out on a
leash, but at certain points they were released
and told to “search.” They were on the lookout
for burglars and thieves, stragglers caught after
hours and indications of fire or water leakage.
One time, two young girls were reported
missing and traced to Macy’s enormous store.
They were found by a Doberman guard dog
that, to the surprise of his handler, licked the
girls’ hands to put them at ease.
In an article penned by Russ Buettner for
the New York Daily News, he wrote about Macy,
Pentagon, Max and Nicky, the Doberman
squad seen after by a staff of nine. In the
summer, they were bathed weekly, and
then bi-monthly in the winter. They saw a
veterinarian twice a year, and when not at
work, hung out in four fenced-in dog runs,
each with its own large heated and airconditioned doghouse.
Most of the Dobermans were 7-years old,
and tended to work until they were 10 or 11
years old. After that, they were sold or given
away for less-demanding work.
Macy’s canine security corps was established
in 1952 with six dogs provided by John Behan,
a dog trainer in the Army’s K-9 Corps in
World War II, and author of The Dogs of War,
detailing his experiences. On his return to
civilian life, he pioneered the use of trained
dogs outside the military and created canine
programs for police departments across the
country. He also established his first training
school, Canine College, on the Upper East
Side of Manhattan. 
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On guard. Red keeps the “prowler” at bay while
Shellenberger goes to phone headquarters for
reinforcements. Red will not move until he must.

On their rounds. Case and Suzy scout ahead of Joe Gaudioso.
Store detectives who use the Dobermans undergo special training
to perfect teamwork.
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(Ferro vom Bergkönig IGP3, FH1 x Multi-European Champion Celebrity v.h Liopiris)

2021 UDC Fall Classic National Champion
High Tracking, Obedience, Protection and High in Trial
2020 UDC IGP3 Nationals 3rd place
2019 UDC IGP3 Nationals 3rd place
High Tracking, Protection
2018 UDC IGP1 National Champion
IGP x 4
Protection score 100 x 2 (IGP2, IGP3)

AVAILABLE FOR STUD
Fully health tested — Echo 2021 normal • Holter 2021 normal
DCM1 clear • vWD carrier • OFA CAER (eyes) normal
OFA hips, elbows, thyroid completed can be verified on website.

Owner: Leslie Harry
724-413-5781 • Lesharry34@gmail.com

Canine Pyometra
by Regina R. Allen DVM

P

yometra is a significant disease affecting breeding and
intact bitches, yet many breeders are under informed
about this condition. It is not a simple infection of the
uterus that can be treated with antibiotics, and it can cause
sepsis, kidney damage and death if not promptly treated.
This article will dispel the myths and explain the causes
and treatment options for canine pyometra.
Pyometra (pyo = pus, metra = uterus) is a secondary
infection overlying the primary condition of Cystic
Endometrial Hyperplasia (CEH). CEH is an abnormal
endometrial (lining of the uterus) condition that occurs
after repeated exposure to estrogen and progesterone, as
occurs during the normal cycle of an intact bitch. CEH
may occur without clinical signs of disease, but can result
in decreased fertility.
While the bitch is in season, the cervix relaxes and
allows bacteria from the vagina to enter the normally sterile
uterus. Healthy bitches can handle these bacteria and
destroy them so they do not cause disease. In bitches with
CEH, the bacteria (most commonly E. coli) readily colonize
the abnormal uterine lining, causing infection. As the
bitch’s hormonal profile changes after her season, the
cervix closes, trapping these bacteria and allowing them to
proliferate and fill the hollow uterus with pus.
In some bitches, the cervix
opens again and drainage of
the pus occurs. This is known
as an “open” pyometra, as the
draining pus is visible to the
owner. An open pyometra is
associated with systemic
disease, although not as
severely as in bitches with
a closed pyometra.
When the cervix does not
open, it becomes distended
with pus and results in
septicemia (bacteria in the
bloodstream). This is known
as a “closed” pyometra, and
the cause of the bitch’s illness
may not be readily observable
because there is no drainage
from the vulva. Symptoms
include fever, depression,
increased white blood cell
count and kidney damage.
Diagnosis is usually
accomplished via abdominal
ultrasound to demonstrate
a distended uterus, and
bloodwork showing an
increased white blood cell
count and high kidney values.
Abdominal palpation is not

recommended because it can result in rupture of the fragile,
infected uterus and cause spillage of pus into the abdomen.
X-rays can sometimes show the distended uterus, but are
not as reliable as ultrasound. With a bitch that has been
bred and may be pregnant, abdominal ultrasound is the
preferred technique to differentiate pregnancy vs. pyometra
as the cause of the enlarged uterus.
Pyometra, whether open or closed, occurs most
commonly eight weeks after the bitch’s season, when
the uterus is under the influence of progesterone. Bitches
receiving estrogen for pregnancy termination are at
increased risk. There is no breed disposition, and although
older bitches are more prone to pyometra, it can occur as
early as after a bitch’s first season. The incidence is not
increased in bitches that undergo false pregnancies.
Spaying is the preferred treatment for all bitches with
pyometra. Although medical treatment can be attempted
with an open pyometra, it does not address the underlying
CEH condition. Additionally, after medical treatment, the
bitch is predisposed to pyometra with each subsequent heat
cycle. A rapid diagnosis is needed for a good outcome with
surgery, as uterine rupture, septicemia and kidney damage
are associated with a poor prognosis.
Antibiotic therapy alone will not effectively treat
pyometra because it does not expel the pus from the
distended uterus. To attempt medical treatment, antibiotics
must be paired with prostaglandins to contract the uterus
to clear it of pus. Criteria for medical treatment vs. spaying
includes the following: the bitch is of breeding age, is a
valuable component of a planned breeding program,
the cervix is open, and secondary disease such as kidney
damage is not present. Again,
treatment will not cure the
underlying CEH, and the bitch
should be bred on her next heat
and then spayed after producing
the desired offspring. Medical
treatment of pyometra does not
“cure” the bitch, but merely
reduces persistent infection to a
subclinical level that may allow a
pregnancy to occur.
In summary, pyometra is a
serious medical condition
affecting our breeding bitches.
Although some breeders never
experience it while maintaining
a breeding program, it should
always be considered as a
differential diagnosis with an ill
intact bitch. Prompt treatment is
necessary to save the bitch’s life.
We have a saying in veterinary
medicine that emphasizes the
severity of the disease and the
need for quick action: “Never let
the sun set on a pyometra.” 
Reference:
Kustritz, Margaret V. Root. The
Practical Veterinarian: Small Animal
Theriogenology. Elsevier Science. 2003.

Photo by Robert Kriegel submitted by Linda Lindic
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My World of Developing and
Imprinting SAR Puppies

by Diane Linstrom | SolStorm Dobermanns

F

ew things can compare to the wonders of working a
Dobermann. Some of my fellow SAR professionals ask
why I choose this breed over any of the others. I always
give them my simple answer — but for me it goes much
deeper, it goes all the way to my core. I love a dog that
thinks, that problem solves, one that is shown something
once or twice and knows exactly what is being asked. The
Dobermann is all those things for me as a handler, and
now that you understand why I choose to work this breed,
let me take you on my journey.
One of my favorite things to do is start a puppy, a blank
slate that enjoys all the wonders this world has to offer. I
love the light-bulb moments that my puppy experiences as
I build that foundation. Just like someone who builds a
house, I set a solid foundation. You would not want to set
a house on a rocky foundation, would you? By guiding,
teaching and developing a puppy through the most
impressionable periods, you end up with a rock-solid
adult dog.
Imprinting means to “impress” or “influence.” In other
words, to come to recognize. When we imprint puppies

Diane Linstrom is the co-founder of Tallgrass Search & Recovery.
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bowls that allow the imprinting phase to
continue after they are moved to kibble.
I start early foundation from day three until
day 16, using the early neurological stimulation
and early scent introduction. These two programs
are believed to develop the neonate puppy by
triggering the sensory system and olfactory, both
of which is extremely important in a search dog.
Around three weeks old, they are introduced to
things like tinfoil mats, empty cereal boxes that
collapse under them, bubble wrap and egg
cartons made of cardboard in addition to loud
noises from close vacuums, trash bags being
flung open, umbrellas popping open and
firework/gunshot soundtracks. Those items begin
the footing process as we prepare them for the
next phase of foundation. The whelping box
comes down, and the whelping room takes on a
“Disneyland” feel as pups are given a rotation of
different toys that make sounds, have different
textures and squeak/crinkle.
When the pups hit the five-week mark, they
move to things like baby puppy rubble piles,
pallets, swinging bridges and tunnels. They are
becoming familiar with loud noises, odd surfaces
and water elements such as pools and wading
ball pits. As I continue building them, I work
with puppies individually to see how they handle
the stress of not being with their littermates.
Continued on next page

with human remains,
we want them to come
to recognize the odor.
That odor should be
associated with a
feeling of euphoria,
something that brings
the puppy joy. As a
breeder myself, my
entire litter nurses with
human remains from
the first day. Does
that mean the entire
litter will make great
detection K9s?
Absolutely not. But
what it does mean is
that the puppies in that
litter that were born to
do this work will have
an obvious leg up when
it comes to detection
work. We imprint
through weaning, and
have specific food
Summer 2022 • UDC Focus
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food that is stinky, like liverwurst or
cheddar sausage followed by a teaspoon
of hydrated olewo carrots to ward off any
loose stool after they are worked. As they
close in on 7-weeks old, they start to take
car rides as a group in two separate crates,
starting with short rides and increasing
the time as I determine appropriate.
It is now time for puppy evaluations
from trusted long-time SAR handlers who
have certified multiple SAR K9s. They are
looking for specific traits in a puppy, and
score them based on what they observe.
Young puppies change from day to day
and week to week, so this is used as a
guideline. I like to do two-day evaluations
on puppies just to see if the score changes,
and other things are observed or noted.
The evaluations are done individually in
a place the puppy has never been and
with people the puppy has never met.
During this evaluation, I am not in the
picture as this may give the puppy a sense
of security. Remember, we are looking
for the working temperament of each
individual puppy. The evaluation is made
of up of several different components
that involve agility (footing), problemsolving skills, human-remains reaction,
runaway person (used to access the
willingness to locate a person), toy drive,
hunt drive (done with food in grass,
allowing us to see how long a puppy is
willing to hunt for something) and noise
reaction. Once the evaluations are

SAR Continued from page 31
I continue to build them
individually at least once per day
for 10 minutes at a time as this
prepares them to move on with
their chosen handler at 8 weeks old.
My whelping room now has
several 24-inch crates with the
doors removed; all the bedding
that they have slept on for weeks
fits perfectly inside each crate. By
this point I am feeding kibble that
has not been soaked, it is time to
start using the special food bowls
for odor as I continue to imprint
once per day on human remains.
They continue with more complex
footing, louder noises and are
introduced to the idea of food as
a reward for working when out
individually. I use a high-value
32
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complete, I hand over my collection of notes to the
SAR evaluators, and we determine, based on solid
information, what puppy has the potential to become
a search K9. Once the puppy has been selected, the
handler is notified.
Building a confident puppy that can work the
vigorous physical demands of a search K9 needs
extreme dedication, from both the breeder early on
and then the handler once the puppy moves on. I am
Continued on next page
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SAR Continued from page 33
always seeking out new places to work my puppy on
different surfaces, new objects and weird obstacles. This
does not just happen during the day; I work my puppy in
the pitch dark with just the light from my helmet lamp.
My K9 must be ready at any time, no matter what kind of
lighting, weather or obstacles under foot. They must be
prepared to work a dark building or the wilderness by
moonlight, face any obstacle and overcome it with ease in
any weather condition. The efforts that are put into a puppy
begin to pay off as that puppy moves towards adulthood.
The mature, no-nonsense search dog that I have envisioned
for myself is one that is beautiful to watch work; one that
leaves me breathless as they problem solve their way
through sector after sector. The drive, determination and
precision in which I expect my K9 partner to perform is
only achieved by the dedication I put into our relationship.
It is only once the handler and K9 have built a solid
relationship can they become a partnership, and that is
where you will find a true search team.
This article is dedicated to K9 Syn, my certified SAR-HRD
specialist, who has taught me more about myself than I care
to admit, and to her dam, K9 Summer SAR-HRD, who made
everything look deceivingly easy. 
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Photo Nathan Landick

A Dog’s
Purpose
(from a 6-year old)
Author unknown

B

eing a veterinarian, I had been called to examine a
10-year-old Irish Wolfhound named Belker. The dog’s
owners, Ron, his wife Lisa and their little boy Shane
were all very attached to Belker, and they were hoping
for a miracle.
I examined Belker and found he was dying of cancer.
I told the family we couldn’t do anything for Belker, and
offered to perform the euthanasia procedure for the old
dog in their home.
As we made arrangements, Ron and Lisa told me they
thought it would be good for 6-year-old Shane to observe
the procedure. They felt as though Shane might learn
something from the experience.
The next day, I felt the familiar catch in my throat as
Belker’s family surrounded him. Shane seemed so calm,
petting the old dog for the last time, that I wondered if he
understood what was going on. Within a few minutes,
Belker slipped peacefully away.
The little boy seemed to accept Belker’s transition
without any difficulty or confusion. We sat together for a
while after Belker’s death, wondering aloud about the sad
fact that animal lives are shorter than human lives. Shane,
who had been listening quietly, piped up: “I know why.”
Startled, we all turned to him. What came out of
his mouth next stunned me. I’d never heard a more
comforting explanation.
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He said, “People are born so that they can learn how to
live a good life, like loving everybody all the time and being
nice, right?” The 6-year-old continued: “Well, dogs already
know how to do that, so they don’t have to stay as long.”
Remember, if a dog was the teacher you would learn
things like:
• When loved ones come home, always run to greet them.
• Never pass up the opportunity to go for a joyride.
• Allow the experience of fresh air and the wind in your
face to be pure ecstasy.
• Take naps.
• Stretch before rising.
• Run, romp and play daily.
• Thrive on attention and let people touch you.
• Avoid biting when a simple growl will do.
• On warm days, stop to lie on your back on the grass.
• On hot days, drink lots of water and lie under a
shady tree.
• When you’re happy, dance around and wag your
entire body.
• Delight in the simple joy of a long walk.
• Be loyal.
• Never pretend to be something you’re not.
• If what you want lies buried, dig until you find it.
• When someone is having a bad day, be silent, sit
close by and nuzzle them gently. 
UDC Focus • Summer 2022

Katya got her VCX from UDC and is in process of earning her VA
from DPCA. She also just got her IGPGH1 under DVG Judge Turkia.

Katya has been bred to GCH Sunsets Cross’n The Test Of Time, Top 20
Owner Handled DPCA Specialty dog in 2018 and 2018 Top 10. He is
bred, raised and owned by Dawn Danner of Sunset Dobermans.
Ultrasound coming soon!

GCH SUNSETS CROSS’N THE TEST OF TIME

CH MARIAH’S DAUNTLESS VON KOEPSEL
X DRAGGINS SCREAMING DEMON

Trixie is a new AKC Champion! She won her
last major July 10 at
the Western Washington
Summer cluster going
WB and BW! Trixie also
passed her WAC with flying colors
and now will focus on IGP and ROM.
Agent: Lydia Hovanski. Bred by Eric and Courtney
Leffler/Theresa Galle/Tina Marshall.
Owners: Kristi Sanders/Tina Marshall/Courtney Leffler.

KRISTI SANDERS | xena2lex@gmail.com

New n
Champio!
Trixie

What Is Your State’s
Flea
and
Tick
Season?
by Harriet Meyersa

A

lthough fleas and ticks are a threat to pets year-round,
these pests become most active during the warmer
months, starting as early as March in some areas of the
United States. Find your state on the map shown here to
learn where and when your pets are most at risk for fleas
and ticks. Prevention is always the best strategy.
AKC is a participant in affiliate advertising programs
designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising
fees by advertising and linking to akc.org. If you purchase
a product through this article, we may receive a portion of
the sale.

Fleas & Ticks Pose More Than Just a Nuisance. The
Merck Veterinary Manual says, “Ticks are blood-sucking
parasites that attach themselves to animals and people.
Once attached to a host, ticks feed voraciously. As they
feed, ticks can transmit a large number of diseases.” These
include Lyme disease, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, and
ehrlichiosis (a bacterial infection.) Ticks also cause skin
wounds that may lead to bacterial infections and can also
cause anemia.
AKC is a participant in affiliate advertising programs
designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising

Article reprinted from www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/whats-your-states-flea-and-tick-season.
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fees by advertising and
linking to akc.org. If you
purchase a product through
this article, we may receive
a portion of the sale.
There are more than 200
species of fleas affecting dogs,
and these can also transmit
disease and cause tapeworm
infections and anemia. Some
dogs are very sensitive to
fleabites and suffer from
serious allergic reactions of
itchy, red, and scabby skin
and even hair loss.
Many people believe that
their dogs are safe from fleas
and ticks after the first frost,
but unfortunately, this is not
at all true. Some species of
ticks, including the ones that cause Lyme
disease, can remain active in fall and
winter months, too.
Fleas Are Wingless Acrobats.
Most of the fleas found on dogs
and cats are Ctenocephalides
felis, also known as cat fleas.
Fleas require blood from an
animal host to be able to live
and reproduce. They don’t
have wings, so they can’t
fly. However, they are
serious jumpers with the

Summer 2022 • UDC Focus

ability to jump 100 to
200 times their size.
Fleas have four
developmental stages:
egg, larvae, pupa, and
adult. When it’s cold or
there’s no host on the
horizon, flea pupae,
which is the stage
before adult fleas
emerge, have the
ability stay in their tiny
cocoons nestled in your
couch or rug until the
weather gets warm or
they find a host.
A solitary adult
female (and many
people say there’s no
such thing as one flea)
starts laying eggs the day after its first
ingestion of blood, producing up to
50 eggs per day and about 2,000 in its
lifetime. So it doesn’t take long to have
an infestation on your dog and in your
house — leading to a costly and timeconsuming extermination process.
Ticks Hide in Your Yard. Ticks,
unlike fleas, don’t need to live on their
host. They live in grassy and wooded areas
and prefer a humid environment. Then when
your dog walks by, they attach themselves to him.
Continued on next page
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Flea Continued from page 39
The Centers for Disease Control
recommends clearing tall grass
and brush from your yard to
make it less attractive to ticks.
The geographic distribution
of ticks is broadening as a result
of climate change, deforestation,
and the changing migration
patterns of deer, birds, and
rodents. Ticks are in virtually
all parts of the United States,
including some urban areas,
and many parts of the world.
Some types of ticks can
remain alive in the colder
months, especially when
temperatures are above freezing.
For example, the Blacklegged
tick, which carries Lyme disease,
begin its period of prime feeding
near the time of the first frost.
Since deer are the main host
of the Blacklegged tick and are
active in fall and early winter
months, this type of tick
survives on the warm body
of its host – until it drops
off and attaches itself to
your dog.
Seasonal Temperatures
and Flea & Tick Season. When
temperatures rise, flea eggs are safe to
hatch outside, and ticks can thrive in
woods and tall grasses. This is also
the time of year that you and your
dog are more likely to spend hiking and
walking and enjoying nature.
However, it doesn’t take warm
temperatures to put your dog at
the mercy of these pests.
The best defense against fleas and
ticks is to keep your dog on a year-round
flea and tick preventive medication as
recommended by your veterinarian.

“Be sure to ask your veterinarian for
advice about the safest treatment for your
dog and your home,” advises Dr. Jerry
Klein, AKC chief veterinary officer.
“Depending on where you live,
the age and breed of your dog, the
protocol may vary. For example,
young puppies or older dogs with
weaker immune systems may
require special doses or treatments,
or if you live in a tropical area, the
environmental applications
required may be more frequent.” 

Next Deadline • Nov. 1 • The Print Issue
Book your ad with Editor Marie Miller-Anderson: mmilleranderson@hotmail.com
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THE FUTURE
Morgana’s Luck Be A Lady
Best Puppy 2022 UDC National

THE PRESENT
Morgana’s Kismet SWE SCM SHDE
NW1 RATS CGC WAC BH ATT

THE PAST
UDC CH Morgana’s Infamous Love
BH WAC RATM
UDC CH Morgana’s Heart Of Fire
BH ATT WAC CGC
Morgana’s First Love
BH CD ATT WAC
Morgana’s Diamond Lil
SCH 2 FFB CD TD WAC FH
Morgana’s Isadora AKC PTD SCHA

PENELOPE BROOKS, MD

Photo Tammy Rush

Reprinted from www.DogSports4uAcademy.com

Photo Megan Kersey
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Photo NikkiDeLuca

Continued on next page
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Checklist Continued from page 43

Photo Tammy Rush

Photo Brooke Soldan
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COLORS
WHAT

DO DOGS

SEE?

From www.facebook.com/dogsdisclosed
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(Ron v Edertal x Kalitha v Ferrenberg)

Echo Normal 2022
Holter Normal 2022
vWD negative • DDBB
Good Hips, Normal Eyes, Elbows, Thyroid
Average MR3 rating of Very Good

(Ascomannis Tarzan x Cara’s Hard Decision)

Maureen Haggerty
651-470-5386
highmarkdobes@gmail.com

Echo Normal 2022
Holter Normal 2022
vWD negative • DDBb
Good Hips, Normal Eyes, Elbows, Thyroid
Average MR3 rating of Very Good

This is where all UDC members can publicize the recent accomplishments earned by you and your dog, one of the
advantages of your UDC membership. We will publish any title you have earned at any recognized canine organization.

MULTIPLE TITLES

TEMPERAMENT

Jessica Gutmann and Raven
Emerald Eire’s Raven the Riot
Nosework and Trick
SBN, SIA, SCA, TKA

Pamela Haring and Talon
BJF Shades of Truth
Working Aptitude Certificate
WAC

UDC SUPREME
AWARD OF MERIT
Tamera L. Rush and Bellyn
UDC/Int CH Talane’s Twilight
Astonishing Aerabella
IPO3 CD RN BSA-E2A
WAC ATT CGCA
UDC SUPREME SILVER AWARD
Tamera L. Rush and Grisha
UDC CH Talane’s Go Gettem
Grisha Vom Koby Haus
BH BSB-VG2 CGCU WAC ATT

The Brags submission form is on the UDC website in the Members Only section:
https://uniteddobermanclub.com/members-only/formsapplications/

Next Focus is the winter print issue. Deadline Nov. 1!
Book your ad with Marie: mmilleranderson@hotmail.com
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Fen is showing in Canada, handled by
Alison Merrick.

Lux is showing in the west, breeder/owner/handled
by Joelle Jacob.

Aera, Fen and Lux are from our ‘Phantom of the Opera’ litter.
Sire: Walker–Am/Can GCH, SD-MACH Mojave’s Gateway
to Gold AG.I AG.N.J JT RATS NS SDO ITD CW-SD CW-ScR1
CW-SP SD-EL CZ8B CW-SI RN TT ROMC VPM VA.
Dam: Raven–Iconic’s A Song of Ice and Fire.
Bred by Brandy Billington and Joelle Jacob

Aera is showing across the country,
owner/handled by Tiffany Shetka.

Ferro is shown in the west by owner/handler Joelle Jacob.
Sire: GCHB Jaimand’s Smoke A Little Smoke NAJ RATN ROM
Dam: GCH Can CH Jaimand’s Purple Rain v Demor
Bred by Sarah Ford Braaten, Denise Mormon
and Mandy Dietzler-Bondy

ICONIC DOBERMANS

BRANDY BILLINGTON AND JOELLE JACOB

United Doberman Event Results • IGP • 04/09/2022

MID-SOUTH WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB • Judge JANI TURKIA

Class

Dog

Owner

IGP2

ELARA'S BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL BECCA

LARRY KYE

IGP2

CARA'S BEAUTY SCHOOL DROPOUT

VINCE KUBISTEK, JR.

IGP1

B'PERLE ROSE VOM KRIEGHUND

FPR1
(TRACKING) INDIANA HOPE VOM KYE

Total Points Total Notes
233

HOT

0

PULLED

TRACY GORE

238

HOT

KELLI ZUMWALT

50

HOT

The United Doberman Club has compiled the information contained in its registry as a service to UDC
members. The information contained in the registry has been supplied by the persons whose names
are listed as owners and/or breeders of the dogs registered. In compiling this information the UDC
does its best to verify the information but ultimately must depend upon the honesty and integrity of
those supplying the information. Therefore the United Doberman Club cannot guarantee the accuracy
of the information provided.

Photo Debra Hartzell
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UDC VC

and VCX

Tabulated by Julianne Ferado

Versatility Committee Report | Summer 2022
Congratulations to the following very special Dobermans and their proud owners for their attainment
of the VCX title during the months of June and July 2022!
Date Title Earned

Dog Name and Owner

June 6, 2022

AKC GCH CH Granite Gables Katya of Snowland WAC BH IGP BGH-1 CGC CGCU TKP ROM
Owned and loved by Kristi Sanders

June 30, 2022

UDC UKC Int’l CH Beja’s Kochere BH CD RN WAC ATT CGC TKA
Owned and loved by Anthony and Marylyn DeGregorio

July 14, 2022

UDC CH RATCHX2 CH URX2 ROM Bell’Lavoro Cuore In Fiamme CD BN RE TKP WAC RATI DN CZ8S ATT
Owned and loved by Miriam Pike and Vicky Brachfeld

Send me your new and updated Versatility Profile Questionnaires for the quarterly “Versatility Spotlight” feature in
Focus! Don’t pass up this unique opportunity for recognition of your Doberman companion and your accomplishments
together as a working team!
Please check the VC and VCX listings published in the UDC Focus and on the UDC website and let us know if you find
that your VC or VCX titles have been inadvertently omitted or misstated. If you have earned new titles since your VC or
VCX title was awarded, let me know and I will be pleased to announce your new titles in the next Versatility report!
If you would like more information on the UDC Versatility program or a VC-VCX application, please print out the
Versatility Title Requirements and Application Form from the UDC website at www.uniteddobermanclub.com or contact
me at my email address at feradobes@gmail.com.
Julianne Ferado, UDC Versatility Committee, P.O. Box 58455, Renton, WA 98058-1455

New VC and VCX Titles: February 1 — July 15, 2022
Compiled by Julie Ferado, UDC Verstility Title Registrar

UDC Versatility Companion (VC)
No new VC titles during this time period.

Number

Date Title
Awarded

UDC Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX)
Dog Name

Owner(s)

92 ..........6/6/22 ........AKC GCH CH Granite Gables Katya of Snowland WAC BH IGP BGH-1 CGC CGCU TKP ROM .....Kristi Sanders
93 ..........6/30/22 ......UDC UKC Int’l CH Beja’s Kochere BH CD RN WAC ATT CGC TKA...........Anthony and Marylyn DeGregorio
94 ..........7/14/22 ......UDC CH RATCHX2 CH URX2 ROM Bell’Lavoro Cuore In Fiamme
CD BN RE TKP WAC RATI DN CZ8S ATT ......................................................Miriam Pike and Vicky Brachfeld
For a complete list of VC- and VCX-titled dogs, please email Julie at feardobes@gmail.com.
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7/12/2012-12/6/2021
NAPWDA Certified Human Remains, yearly, 2014-2019
UDC Service Dog of the Year 2018

DOB 6/3/2020
To be certified in Human Remains Detection,
NAPWDA, April 29,30, 2022

3/16/2008-5/5/2021
NAPWDA Certified Human Remains, yearly, 2010-2018
UDC Service Dog of the Year 2016

Directory of UDC Doberman Breeders
UDC members who wish to have their kennel information included in the UDC online Breeders Directory should email
breederdirectory@uniteddobermanclub.com and submit payment to be included in the online directory. This directory is printed in the
UDC Focus as a perk to breeders who have paid to be listed. Go to https://uniteddobermanclub.com/udc-breeder-directory for information.
APEXE DOBERMANS
Ashley Stursa • Creston, OH
614-315-1165
apexeworkingdogs@gmail.com • apexedobermans.com
Health tested and IGP-titled working-line Dobermans.
BELL’LAVORO
Vicky Brachfeld • Middletown, NY / Palm Harbor, FL
914-755-5258
BellLavoroDobes@verizon.net • AllNaturalK9@Verizon.net
CASTLE DOBERMANS
Debi Johnson-Zepick • 8028 East Killarney Court • Wichita,
KS 67206 • 316-304-9278 • Debijohnson1@hotmail.com
Breeding some of the finest working-line Dobermans for
performance titles. Complete health and temperament tested.
Castle Dobermans’ focus is on workability and longevity.
CHOTOFVODKA
Jackie Spratt • 11300 Girdled Road • Painesville, OH 44077
tspratt@americatech.net • www.working-dog.eu
Breeding quality, health tested (OFA) temperament tested, titled
dogs that fit the breed standard. Striving for the total Doberman.
DAILY DOBERMANS
Sonoita, AZ
dailypaints@msn.com • www.dailydobermans.com
Breeder of conformation and performance champions. Bred for
diversity, health and steady temperaments. Daily Dobermans –
Beauty, brains and brawn.
DEI DOHSE DOBERMANNS
Lindsay Davis and Jason Dohse
3157 Dry Bread Road • White Plains, VA 23893
434-577-9489 • davislindsaye@aol.com
Dedicated to breeding for workability, health and structure.
Photo Regina Allen

DEL’AGLIO WORKING DOBERMANS
Frank DeLaglio • Staten Island, NY 10314 • 917-932-4991
frankdelaglio@verizon.net
del’Aglio Working Dobermans. Breeding the Total Doberman:
a beautiful, powerful, compact guardian and protector that
is fearless in the face of adversity. Beautiful Dobermans that
can work!
ECLIPSE DOBERMANS
MaKayla King • Liberty Lake, WA 99019 • 509-496-7211
Eclipsedobermans@sisna.com
Our goal is a spectacular looking Doberman that can DO IT
ALL, and the longevity to do just that! Over 25 years loving
this breed!
FEVERHAUS DOBERMANS
Mitch Edley • Long Island, NY • 516-707-3895
feverhaus@gmail.com • www.feverhaus.com
The finest in titled, health tested, European Dobermanns.
J BAR S DOBERMANS
Suzan Shipp • Warrensburg, MO 64093 • 660-441-3822
Dobs4ever@hotmail.com • www.jbarsdobies.com
Breeding all around Dobermans that excel in conformation,
SAR, obedience and health. Proven in all venues above.
Puppies to approved homes. Stud service.
KANSA DOBERMANS
Douglas M. Matson and Jacqueline C. Matson
6745 N. Seneca • Wichita, KS 67204-1418 • 316-744-3214
info@kansadobe.com • www.kansadobe.com
Seeking the best from around the world since 1976. Top show,
performance, working prospects by the world’s top sires. Health
tested, temperament tested, competition proven.
KINGSWARE DOBERMANS
Renee Michel • Citra, FL • 352-445-0351
kingsware@windstream.net
Bred to win. Pedigreed in health, longevity, intelligence,
strength and suitability for performance sport.
MASAYA DOBERMANS
Brandi Williams
Little Rock, AR • 501-316-7887
masayadobermans@yahoo.com •
www.masayadobermans.com
Litters are bred for longevity, health, temperament and
working ability
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NOTE: If your information has changed, please notify our Breeder Directory Volunteer (breederdirectory@uniteddobermanclub.com) so your posting can be updated in the next issue.

MORGANA DOBERMANS
Penelope Brooks • 170 Willow Drive • Felton, CA 95018
pbrooks1@windstream.net
Home to Morgana’s Infamous Love BH WAC. Passed on: UDC
CH Morgana’s Heart of Fire WAC BH; Morgana’s Diamond Lil
CD TD SchH 2 WAC FH. Breeding for the Total Doberman for
30 years.

TREASURE SEEKER DOBERMANS
Leslie Carpenter • Wake Forest, NC 27587 • 919-556-4643
treasureseekerdobermans.nc@gmail.com
www.treasureseekerdobermans.com
Quality health-tested Dobermans bred for companionship,
performance and conformation. Doberman owner and
enthusiast since 1977.

RHAPSODY DOBERMANS
Irina Sasu Pernoll • Austin, TX • 512-750-2696
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net • www.rhapsodydobes.com
Rhapsody Dobermans – champion dogs working in obedience,
agility, lure coursing, tracking, service dogs, therapy dogs, search
and rescue dogs. All dogs are temperament and health tested.

VOM KOBY HAUS
Loel Turpin • Honeoye Falls, NY • 585-624-5276
LoelTurpin@ymail.com • vomKobyHaus.com
Home of Working Champions. It is our goal to produce
balanced, conformationally correct, healthy Dobermans
that work!

SWIFT RUN DOBERMANS
Tammy Marshall-Weldon
582 Pleasant Hill Road • Bowling Green, KY 42103
270-842-0848 • swift3530@aol.com
www.swiftrundobermans.com
Striving to breed Dobermans for a long and successful life.
We produce dogs that will impress any dog enthusiast.

VOM LANDGRAF
Wendy Schmidt • Sacramento, CA • 916-802-7318
landgrafk9@aol.com • www.landgrafk9.com
Landgraf Working Dobermanns: where we have produced
National and Regional IPO3 and FH Champions.
We strive to produce the ultimate working dog through
correct working temperament, complete health testing and
functional conformation.

TALANE DOBERMANS
Tammy and Kendal Rush • Augusta, KS • 316-619-0704
talanedobermans@gmail.com •
www.talanedobermans.com
Our goal is to produce high quality, health tested Dobermans
that can participate in conformation and IGP as well as be a
loyal and loving family pet. The Total Doberman.

VON MOELLER HOF
Chris Rasmussen • Bahama, NC • 919-477-7932
christine.rasmussen@gmail.com •
www.vonmoellerhof.com
Titling Dobermans in Schutzhund since 1994, breeding since
2000. We health test, title and promote the working Doberman
for sport-dog enthusiasts in performance venues. 

Photo Megan Kersey
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Advertise in the
Tell the Doberman world about your latest title, favorite
dog, newest litter, best brags with an ad in the Focus.

Prepared by MagCloud for Joanna Romeo. Get more at frankdelaglio.magcloud.com.

